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Artist: Bade Ghulam Ali Khan
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l'or the singer, the selection of the tdla rnay be a relatively unimportant matter.
Vocalist and cornposer Anil Biswas relates, "The tdla didn't rnatter to u$; any bordish
could be sung injaf, dipdantrt.,sitarkhanr, dddrd, or whatever; we would just tell the
.tabatti to start playing."r Accordingly, one finds that the sarne compositions may be
sung in different talas by dilferent singers, or even by the sarne singer on dilfercnt
occasions. In the chart on the following page, for example, note the discrepancies in
selecticn of talas in three Bhairvr ghurnris.
There are also a few compositions which have been sung in di{ferent rdgas by
di{ferent artists. The popular FElu cornposition "(uagcne birha ln rdt,, (ex.9 above) is
rendered in rdga Tilang by Begtrm Akhtar, with appropriate modal alterations.
I Personal cornmunication. l2l80.
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Faiyaz Khan
Siddeshvari Devi
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sitarkhani

Brral6rcs02s5040
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dadra

Gauhar Jan
Begum Akhtar

private taPe

dip6andi

Padmavati Gokhale
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dadra

Rasoolan Bai

private taPe
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procedure-and style in the bol banao
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The first specimen is example 10. The relative brevity of the performancemay be
due to the fict that it is on a commercial recording containing five other thumns.
Otherwise, it may be taken as representative of the modern purab style.
ExelrpI,e l0

Source:EMI ECSD 2784
Tala: fi.ptanfr

Artist: Girja Devi
Raga: Bhairvi
text:
sthay: Nahak lde gaaanuamord
Ab to sai2ah uidliaa cha (mora)
antard: Kahti chabilc soaat ras bhas bhae
Bil jAh jobanua mora
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translation:
Unjustly they've brought me to my village;
and now mY lover has gone away;
(?);t E. L {z{'ilq.rr--r
that handsome one says that all passion is gone
;
&\( !it".Ei'rf H{j:
my full breasts are aging.
tr.'r1t"t'{''*
1lfit:t
duration: six minutes
analysis:
Le. crrno
r^ first
text- endins
ending with mukhra(on samr)
of text,
line of
first line
sung to
I tala cycle,at M.M. --ca. 48,
I tala cycle, sung to first line of text, ending with the nrukh7a
the mukhra
2 tala cycles, sung to second line of text, ending with
the mukhqa
2 tala cycles, ..r.rg to first line of text, ending with
the mukhra
2 fita cycles; sung to first line of text, ending with
the mukhrd
with
ending
text,
of
2 tala cycles, sung to first line
I tala cycle of sdrangi solo
mukhTa
I tala cycle, sung to frrst line of text, ending with the
mukhTa
I tala cycle, sung to first line of text, ending with the
mukhra
the
with
ending
text,
of
line
2 tala cycles, sung to frrst
I tala cycle of sdrangi solo
2 tala cycles of the antard, ending with the mukhqa
the nu\lra
2 tata cycles, sung to first line of text, ending with
mukhra
thewith
ending
text,
of
line
first
2 tata cycles, sung to
and ending with the
text,
of
line
frrst
to
sung
280,
16tatacyclesof laggT,atM.M. ca.

fihai.
gaaanaamora,ndhaklaegaaanuamord'
Example of text treatment: nahaklaegaaanaa,
I The precise meaning of this line is unclear to me'
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nahak lae gaaa,gaaanaare, nahaklae gauanaa,gaaanamora, nahaklae gauan,gauanuamofa
re....
The next example,sung by the late RasoolanBai, may be taken as typical of the
traditionalpurab style,which is generally regardedas having reachedits peak between
1925 and 1960.
Artist: Rasoolan Bai
Raga: Bhaiwi

Source: private tape
Tala: jat

text:
Ja main to se nahtn boluit
uaraa mga lun
A jzla fi lat maih to se nahth kahuit
t r ans lat i o n :
Go, I won't speak to you;

Ili! g"t.Ty

h3i._ttp

1n

duration: fifteen minutes

a buniI
\

won't tell you what's in my heart.
StC,l

1 €gqqf,pf$,

irr q,,l

analysis:
I tala cycle,at M.M. ca. 40, sung to {irst line of text, ending with the mukhra(on sam)
I tala cycle, sung to first line of text, ending with the mukhra
I tala cycle, sung to first line of text, ending with the mukhra
I tala cycle of sarahgt solo
3 tala cycles, sung to second line of text, ending with the mukhra
4 tala cycles, sung to third line of text, ending with the mukhrd
I tala cycle of saraitgt solo
2 tala cycles, sung to third line of text, ending with the mukhra
2 tala cycles, sung to third line of text, ending with the mukhra
I tala cycle of saraitgi solo
I tala cycle, sung to third line of text, ending with the mukhra
2 tala cycles of saraitgt solo
I tala cycle, sung to third line of text, ending with the mukhra
2 tala cycles,sung to third line of text, ending with the mukhra;tans,rather than bol
banao,are featured
2 tala cycles of saraitgr solo.
I tala cycle, ,,ttrg to first line of text, ending with the mukhra
I tala cyclq sung to first line of text, ending with the mukhra
I tala cycle of saraitgt solo
13 tala cycles of laggT,at M.M. ca. 160; tek on first and third lines of the text;
conclusion with tiha,
The next two examplesrepresentthe Patialagharana.Note, in the specimenbelow,
the use of multiple laggt sections,a secondantara,and the use of the mukhramelody for
different lines of the text, rather than merely for the first.
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Source: private tape

.-

t!

Tala: trtpcantrt
IflI

text:
sthay: Dekh bina be 6ain
first antara: Birha nahiit Parat
Kase kahuitjz ke bain
secondantara: Tunt bin mohekal nahtit aue
Hae Sanadhote bhor
duration: fourteen minutes
analysis:
I tala cycle; at M.M. 75, sung to the text of sthalti,ending with the mukhra
2 tala cycles, sung to the text of sthali, ending with the mukhra
2 tata cycles, sung to the text of sthayi, ending with the mukhya
Z tdla cycleg sung io the first antara,ending with the third line sung to the rnelody of
mukhTa
8 tata cycles of laggt, at M.M. ca- 140 tek on third line
at original tempo, su4g to the third line, ending with mukhramelody on
2 tala cy:cles.
that line
2 tala cycles)sung to the third line, ending with the mukhramelody on that line
2 tala cycles,sung to the third linc, ending with the mukhTamelody on that line

dr
3il

2 tala cycles, sung to the sthaltztext, ending with the sthafi mukhTa
I tala cycle, sung to the sthaltt text, ending with the sthafi mukhqa
2 tala cycles,sung to the secondantara,ending with the frfth line sung to the melody of
mukhra
B tala cycles of laggz,at M.M. ca. 140 tek on the frfth line
I tala cycleat original tempo, sung to the frfth line ending withmukhra melody on the
I
I
5

same line
tala cycle. sung to the frfth line, ending with mukhTamelody on that line
tala cycle, sung to the fifth line, ending with the sthafi mukhra
tala cycles of laggi, at M. M' ca. 140; {ek on the sthayt
tata cycles at original tempo, sung to the sthali, ending with the sthayt'mukhTa
tala cycles sung to the sthali, ending with the sthafi mukhra
tata cycles sung to the stha2t,ending with the sthay mukhra
tata cycles sung to the sthayt,ending with the sthafi mukhTa

2
2
2
2
5 tala cycles of laggt'; tek on the sthafi
I tala cycle at original tempo, sung to the stha2t,ending with the stha2t'mukhra
2 tata cycles, sung to the sthaltt,ending with the sthafi mukhra
I tala cycle. sung to the second line, ending with mukhqaon the third line
5 tala cycles of laggt; tek on the third line
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3 tala cycles at original tempo, sung to the sthalT,ending with the sthay mukhra
The final example, also in the Patiala style, concludeswith a chotakha2alin a fresh
composition (text not included here) rather than a laggTsection.
Artist: Bade Ghulam Ali Khan
Raga: Sohini

Source: private tape
Tala: frpiantt, ttntal

text:
Prem ke mar kalar
Saiytuit jauat, kaise bite
Prem ki bazi meh sang khele
Ham hare, tum jTte
translation:

of

l've been smitten by the scimitar of love;
my lover has left, how can I go on? We played the game of love together;
I lost, and she won.
duration: fourteen minutes
analysis:

le
le

of

I tala cycle,at M.M. ca. 50, sung to l-rrstand secondtext lines, ending with the mukhra
I tala cycle, sung as above
2 fla cycles, sung as above
2 da cycles, sung as atrove
3 tala cycles, sung as above
2 tala cycles, sung to the third and fourth lines, ending with the mukhra
4 tala cycles, sung as above
2 tala cycles, sung as above
7 tala cycles of ihota khyal in tintal, at M.M. ca. 245
A perrrsal of the analysesabove reveals that in uilambitjat or dtpiandi, the mukhrais
sung, on an average,every other tala cycle,or roughly twice a minute. It is of inlerest
that this rate of occurrence resembles that of the mukhrain baqakhalal, where the
mukhrais sung at the end of every cycle, but the lalc (usually of twelve, fourteen, or
sixteen matras) proceeds at roughly half the tempo of the uilambit tempo used in
thumri.
As the {irst two examplesabove show every few cycles, the sarahgi2a
is given a short
solo, to display his proliciency and allow the singer a short rest. The frequency of
sarahgtsolo is left to the discretion of the vocalist; in the third example above, no
sarahgiyawas present.
Treatmentof the Compositionin Performance
In pages 97-102 above, we attempted to examine the bandishas a composition,
while noting that its variability and loose structure render it less than a trulv
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pre-composedentity. In an actual perfogmance,the extent of inconsistencyitself may
vary according to the vocalist's style and disposition. In example l0 above, for
instance, most of the mukhyarenditions in the slow portion are virtually identical. But
in many performances, the mukhrarenditions are considerably less consistent.
The frequency with which the mukhqais rendered is also left to the discretion of the
vocalist. In medium tempo kaharaaot dadra talas, where the sam can occur over
twenty-iive times per minute, the singer may let many cycleselapsebefore returning
to the mukhra.On the other hand, in uilambitcaniarand sitarkhanttalas,the samoccurs
lessfrequently, since the tempo is slower and the ta!.ascontain more matras.Hence, in
example l0 above, themukhrais performedin ten out of a total of twenty-onecycles
(excluding the laggT)-or roughly every other cycle. Such a regular repetition of the
mukhra may be seen as lending structural continuity to the performance, while
obliging the artist to compress her improvisatory segments into fairly reguiar
intervals each lasting about thirty seconds.Again, some singersmay chooseto sing
longer, rhapsodic elaborations, whether to the text of the sthali, madh2a,or antara,in
which case the mukhramay not be heard for as much as two minutes.
The manner of rendering the antaramay also vary considerably.In example l0
above,it is sung only once (lines l3-14), in a relativelystraightforward,syllabicstyle,
within the spaceof a single cycle of the tala. -l.nother performances)the antaramay be
used as a vehicle ior extendeQbol bannotreatment; in such casesthe section of the
antaracadencingon the upper Sa, on sam,may be employed as a recurring refrain, like
a second mukhqa.
LaggT
Thumri almost invariably concludeswith a laggi portion. Typically, when the singer
completes the antara,he returns to the sthafi and signals the .tnblaplayer to commence
the laggi.r Laggt is a sequenceof dense, extremely fast .tnblapatterns built around
repeatednuclei of two or four strokes(Stewart 1974:133ff.).2Regardlessof the tala of
thl preceding bol banaoportion, laggtsare set to eight or sixteen-matratala structures'3
In the course of an extended laggt, the .tnbliyamay briefly lapse into a kaharaaor ttntal
theka,abut on the whole it is consideredmoot whether tl'e tala is of eight or sixteen
matras.sLaggt is always performed in a fast tempo. The transition from the ailambit
tempo of the bol banaoportion to the laggtis achievedby simply quadruplin g the matra
tempo while retaining (initialty, at least) the original pulse. Thus, for example, the
tempo of example l0 above immediately precedingthe laggTis about M.M.50; the
t The vocalist usually prompts the tabli7awlth a cursory nod, or by briefly tapping the new tempo on
his (own) knee.
2 Fr. u thorough technical analysis of laggt, see Stewart 1974 130-48.
3 Laggts in seven-mdtrd structures are also extant (personal communication with .nblia Shamim
Ahmad), but they are seldom, if ever, heard, in thumrt.
a See Nirmala Devi's thumri on EMI ECSD 2478, where the tablila proceed'sfrom laggi patte rns to a
straightforward tTntal theka.
5 Personal communication with
.tnbli2aPtarnzzn Khan'
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banaosections,and they also lend the performancevariety and additive structure, rn
which relatively brief bol banaoand /aggdsections rnay follow each other. In the more
standard format of concluding with only one /agg7section, the laggi may be said to
servetwo functions. First, it provides an opportunity for the.tablilato demonstratehis
virtuosity, and second,its fast tempo and energeticdrive contrast with the preceding,
slow bol banaosection(during which the.tnbliahas been playing only simple [heka]and
provide an exciting, climactic finale to the performance. While laggtsmay lack the
mathematical structural complexity and subtle, abstruse.designof nbla compositions
like qa'idasor peshkars,they are fast, dense, and sensationalistic,building toward an
exhilarating climax. A good laggt may elicit thunderous applause from the audience
and cries of "uah-uah"("bravo")from the vocalist as well.l At a more philosophical
level, to singer Sunil Bose, the laggi representsthe orgiastic consummation of the
desire for longing that pervades the bol banaoportion proper.2
ln laggz,the vocalist often repeats the mukhTawith variations, as in lines 19-23 of
example 10 above. This processis sometimesreferred to as tek.Occasionally, {ekmay
also be performed on the closing line of the antara,especiallyin compositions where
the melody of that line is identical to that of the sthay.In the processof trek,the sthali
mukhya,regardless of its origin al tala, is treated as if it were a composition in fast
flntal; in this sense,laggt can be regarded as a sort of 6hotakha2al,particularly where
tans are employed.
In addition to or instead of singing tek, the vocalist may also sing free-rhythmic bol
banaouistarpassageswhich float serenelyover the intenseand rapid laggTpatterns.FIe
may also interject fast tanswhich might seem inappropriate in the bol banaosection
proper. Parween Sultana uses laggi to introduce virtuosic Patiala-style zigzag tans.
Finally, the vocalist may also remain silent for extended periods during the laggt,in
order to rest and allow the .tebryato monopolizethe audience'sattention.'At length,
the singer commencesrepeating the stha2iand the tnblia endsthe performancewith a
tihai.
In some casesthe concluding portion of the performancemay be coq'npletelyin 6hola
Narain, for example, often proceedsdirectly from uilambit
kha2al style; sarahgi1aFiam
rather than
jat to drut tintal, during which the .tabliyaperforms straightforward trheka
Iaggi patterns. Particularly interesting is the practice of some Patiala singersespecially Bade Ghulam Ali Khan and Munawar Ali Khan-of concluding the
thumri with a chotakhayl (in the sameraga)whose composition is diflerent from that
I Because the
.tpbliya'srole in kha2al is limited to playing the theka,the great .tnblavirtuosi accompany
singers less often than they do instrumentalists, who give them ample scope to demonstrate their
prowess. In fact, some vocalists prefer the accompaniment of ordinary .tnblbasto that of the masters,
since the latter often chafe under their sharply circumscribed role (personal communication with
Parween Sultana). As a result,.outstanding laggis are npt heard in every thumrr, and hence they are
greatly appreciated when they are in fact encountered. 'thus laggi provides the only opportunity for
exhibition of tttbla virtuosity in the context of Hindustani vocal music'
2 Personal communication with Anil Biswas.
3 During such intervals the sarangiyaor harmonium player continues to play stha2i variations and/or
,
alrlaT passages.
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bina
of the preceding bolbanaosection.Thus, a rendition of the Khama.j thumri "Dekh
be6aini,inuitambitjattala,mightbefolloweddirectly,oraftelabtief laggtinterlude,by
a favorite ch.olakhayt of theirs, such as "Man mohanSam rasiya"'
Stllt
from khayl style by three essentialelements:the liberal
lhumri style is distinguished
"of
. syllabic declamation, and, most importantly, of rapid
use of accidentals,
features may
ornamentation, including a specifrcset of characteristicmotives' These
and overt
pronounced
occasionally appear in iho2it, in certain contexts, but their
devices is considered appropriate only in semi-classical
exploitation u, ."pr.r.i*
well as
is
g.rr.r. Each characteristic employed both as a meansfor text elaboration as
a purely musical device.
neumatic
beclamation in thurnl, as in kha2al,is predominaltly meiismatic or
includes
instance,
for
Example l0 above,
(except for rendition of the.o*p*iiiot).
on the text, as *.ll u, phrasespirformed to the non-lexical voca''ble
Lng
syllabic
,,a". -.lis-as
A central distinguisiring feature of thumrr, however, is the use of
havg
we
As
intelligibly.
and
passageswhere the texl is delivered rnore rapidly
1e9n,
in a highly
rendered
be
may
text
its
ianao
in
bal
while
syllabic,
often
is
t
*it
in
faitself
occurs on the madhlaand the antara'
florid style. Syllabic declamation most typically
-demonstrated
there of singing two to
as in examptb tO above. The technique
-four
atypical of khayl' ln
relatively
is
note
sfilubt.s in free-rhythmic style on a single
passageson a
tirumrr, it servesboth to highlight the text and to contrast with florid
a
superseding
purely musical level. This corrtrast is often deliberately exploited by
below'
,yttuui. segment with a melismatic fiurry of notes, as in the excerpt
Exeuplp 1I
Artist: Mhmd. Hussein Sar-Ahang Source: EMi TEPE 1507
Tala: dadra
Raga: BhairvT
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is usgally
In such syllabic passages,as well as in thumri in general, the text
th,e_words
wh91e
lt-ha2al,
in
baqa
than
pronounced more distirict\ and intelligibly
difference
The
O. brokerr and slurred to the poini of being incomprehensible.
;.t
of-the
rneaning
results from the fact that the thumir singer endeavorsto co_nveythe
articulate
text, while the khaytiya employs the text only as a set of phonemes to
must be
text
the
that
stress
Bose
Sunil
like
melis-as. Accorclingl!, ftumri'singers
on
vowels,
long
on
only
performed
are
Long melismas
delivered clearly utriiirri".,ly.
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or on the non-lexical vowel
the inherent shwa vowel following a final consonant'
'(a"-5sldsm on short vowels'l
melodic figures is perhaps^the
The use of particular kinds of ornamentation and
and critics often cite three or four
most distinctive feature of thumn style. Singers
ril. *uy be likened to that of formulaeic
graceswhich ur. int.!*iiotft,r-.1.'Their
century Effindsamer ,Stil' or'
expressivedeviceshkJ the melodic sigh inthe eighteenth
developedby German Baroque
to a lesserextent, the mr,rsical"figuris" (Fryureilehre)
according to Bose'.is pukar'
theorists.3 The most essential such device in thumn,
pukar as the expressionof the
which literally means "call." Bose poetically describes
ineffable urge comes from within one's
soul,s yearning for divine union, when an
a variety of specific musical figures'
being and calls for *trrutiorr.n Pukar comprises
to and subsequentfall frorn a given note'
but the common element is a surging u.".nt
the melodic peak' The figure is often
characteristically with a dynamic swell on
executedrepeatedlywithinasingle,phrase.Bosedernonstratespukarthros:.
Exauple 12
Artist: Sunil Bose
Raga: Sohinr

Source: Private taPe
Tala: none
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ExeMpr,E 13
Artist: Sunil Bose
Raga: Kafi'

Kt,rl-V{\"

Source: private taPe
Tala: none
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Personal communication in 9/80'
E. g. , Dev i 1975.
See Grout 1973: 299, 460'
Personal communication in 9/80'
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A predilection for such lazs seemsto be a characteristically Funjabi trait, as they
aborrrrd in both the folk as well as classical musics of that region' The typical
descending zigzag tan of the folk ballad lfir-Ranjha is particularly noteworthy:
Exeuplr, 17
Source: private tape

Artist: unknown

KUr.nN\A; {4il3
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Such ,a-asare the central stylistic feature of trappa,a semi-classicalgenre with
Punjabi text and, supposedly, origin.
Shori
Toppais said to de.ive from a car-nel-driver'ssong.of Punjab and Rajasthan.
Mi"n, a Punjabi musician, is accredited with refining and shaping it into a
semi-classicalgenre in the late eighteenthcentury, although the genre is mentioned in
the R.agDarpin of 1665. As execution of the rapid tansof tapparequires prodigious
vocal iechnique, it is not surprising that they are evidently absent in present
camel-drivers-' tappa.r Still, it is argued that such tans were introduced and
popularized by Punjabi singers like Shori Mian. Bade Ghulam Ali and Barkat Ali
,ndo,rbtedly strongly influenced by lappa in their use of such ornaments in
i.i.
thumri. Indeed, Ranade (1981:19) suggests that the fact that their thumrrs
incorporate d lappaelements so prominently may explain why they seldom sang lappa
itself.
In general, the amount of ornamentation used is determined brythe temperament
and discretion of the artist. Purab-stylesingers are far more economic in their use of
graces than are the Patiala singers,who adorn their thumrrs with lush tapestriesof
Sunil Bose
Za*Za*A and murki. Singers like Naina Devi, Nasir Ahmad Khan, and
of
of
ornamentation
use
injudicious
excessive,
be
the
to
deplore what they .on.id.,
repose
an
underlying
be
must
there
that
lesser Patialavocalists.2Bose stresses
".ituin
and concentration in fhumrr, and that restlessornamentation can reveal a desperate
groping for ideas and an ignorance of the structural process of thumri.
Theliberal use of syllabic declamation and devicesllke pukar clearly distinguishes
the style of most thumrrs from that of khayal.In an interview conducted by Naina
Devi ior the Sangeet Natak Akademi, Bade Ghulam Ali Khan demonstrated the
in
di{ference between the two styles by facetiously singing a few phrases of rdga Tori
the incongruity of
lhumrr style. As TolT is a serious raga fitonly. for khayl and dhrupad,
I See, e.g., the folk tappa on HMV ECLP 2255.
t p.rrorril-communication. In an interview with a prominent Patiala singer, the musician, while
singers who
acknowledging the undesirability of excessiveornamentation, criticized those chauvinistic
ornamentation.
di{hcult
perform
to
inability
technical
their
of
a
virtue
seek to make
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lrearingsentimentalthumrre{fectsinitwasacauseforconsiderablemirthamong
those Present'
Wehaveexamtned,then'thearchetypicalmelodicembellishmentsreferredtoby
motives could also be
.,ir;;-"h"racteristicrf
of interval
writers on ghumri. A"rrrr*u.,
in. t.*"tlable homogeneity
i*.frr., *.-di.;;r,
with
Ct,upt.,
In
modes
diaionic
enumerated.
in
Ih"1;'";;:;-:iLTYe
ragasused
result'
tne
a
structure amons
of tension and repose'As
and correspondingpoints
dynamiis
whether
internal
similar
it aifftttnt light ragas'
phumrr il;""I;;;,r,
.t
Bose tn
by
rnany
rhat
we frnd
tttt khatkaexecuted
"r..,..ir,ic locationr."ilil;tt,
transposecl
or
up a fourth' in raga
in their original
is quite common' transposed
13)
raga Kafrabove to""pf"
Bhairvi.
ExerraPr.e18

Source: Private taPe
Tala: nane

Artist: KalYan Mukherjea
Raga: Bhatvl
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Another equally ubiquitous phrase, also used to resolvea raised accidental, is the
following rnoliu., mosi often executed around the upper Sa'r

N\iviN

i

a- l

iL

6

Nb

!

DP

In Chapter Twelve, we argue that accidentals, rather than oblique passagesor
omissions of notes, are the preclominant means in thumri of redressingtetrachordal
scalar imbalances, and thaithe deliberatejuxtaposition of raised and lowered scalar
forms of a note is one of the most prominent stylistic features of thumrr and other
light-classical forms. Most accidentalsin light rdgasare raised forms of scalar notes;
becausethe lowered forms predominate in descent,they are generally consideredto
is
be more definitive and structural. For instance, the natural seventh degree (Ni)
Pahart,
Bhairvi,
regarded as an accidental or altered note in ragasKhamaj,Kafi, De6,
and Sindfira, becauseeach of these ragasempl,oysthe flatted'seventh(Nib) in descent'
In actual performance, however, an accidental may receive as much weight and
prominence as its theoretically structural counterpart. The juxtaposition and
in
alternation of accidentals is far more deliberate and pronounced in thumrr than
khayal.
-'itr.
introduction of an accidental in thumrr may be said to generate suspensern
This
anticipation of its resolution, when the lowered pitch is at last introduced'
an
accidental'
stressing
,,lrp.r.. may be built up in the courseof an extendedpassage
by
Often the tension u..L*purrying the introduction of an accidental is heightened
this page
the concurrent use of syllabic or neumatic declamation as in the phraseson
to the
return
simultaneous
the
by
effective
above; the resolution is rendered doubly
scalar tone, and to suave, melismatic articulation'
with
Such sequences-in *hich an accidental is introduced and emphasized
as
common
syllabic declamation, and subsequentlyresolved melismatically-are so
he
may
to constitute idioms whose orrt.o*. (i.e', the resolution of the accidental)
of a
resolution
the
anticipate
may
listeners
just
as Western
anticipated by listeners
on
passage
syllabic
a
hears
dominant seventh chord. Thus, when the Indian listener
soon
will
Nib
Ni in Khamaj (or Kafi, Prlu, Ghara, etc.), he may feel certain that the
or
be introduced. Considerable artifice is evident in common means of decorating
"meaning"
postponing resolutions. Such deviations are fine examplesof the musical
and
emotion
that
convincingly
iir"rrrr.d"by L.onard Meyer (i956), who argues
and
suspense
of
import in music u.. g..r.ruted largely through manipulation
specifically,
resolution, whether on local or long-term structural levels,and that, more
resolution'
anticipated
of
an
prolongation
or
meaning de.i*resfrom the frustration
rFor example, in rigas Deri, Khamaj, Pil[, Kefi, Manj Khamaj, Ghira, Pahari, and Sindura'
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Exer.aPlp 19
Khan
Artist: VilaYat
Raga: Pahafi

.

Source: Private
Tdla'. none
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of
iinge.s avoid them entirely, and some denouncetheir use as injurious to the spirit
in thumrr and dadraappears to be limited primarily to Bade
bolbanao.lJseof sargaLz
Ghulam Ali Khan and his followers, who occasionally introduce it amidst bol banao
passages.lSargamtans may lend, say, a ladra in Pahali a classicalflavor which may
genre.
strike some listeners as incongruous with the folk a{hnities and origins of the
Use of Tan
of
Tatz,like sargam,is a technique less typical of thumri than of khalal, the latter half
in
varying
tans
use
whicfr i, g"i.rutty dominated by virtuosic tans.Diffetent singers
and
degrees in fhumri; again, tans are far more prominent in the eclectic
that
sensationalistic Patiala style than in the soberpurab style. One can generalize
is,
that
manner;
structural
than
thumri singers tend to usetan in a decorative rather
in
As
passages'
tans are economically introduced to embellish and enliven bol banao
kha2al,tans tendto appear toward the conclusionof the bol banaoportion; as discussed
ubou., they may also ligure prominently in laggi'
Thus tazs can be used for different p,.rpor.J"in lhumn. Munawar Ali Khan2
distinguishes three usesfor tans: first, a tan may have a purely aesthetic inspiration'
in
Seconl, it may be conceivedprimarily as a demonstration of technical virtuosity,
two of '
which aesthetic considerationt rnuy te secondary; the tans concluding side
Rita
Bade Ghulam Ali's EMI EALP 1516 may well be of this variety' (Singer
certain
a
for
demand
Gangoly has discussed,in Chapter Five, the modern audiences
to the
u*o",rri of acrobatics in thumri.) Third, a singer may insert a bol-tan(i'e', sung
fast run
text) in the mukhyain order to "adjust" the arrival at the sarn,substituting a
iambicl
heighten
to
serve
also
rans
Such
for a hurried version of the mukhfamelody.
tension, giving the impression of "running at the target'"
Treatmentof Raga
In thumrr, expressionof the text through bol banaois consideredat least as important,
latter is
if not more so, than imaginative abstract exposition of raga; in theory, the
execution
merely a means for attain-ingthe fiormer.Accordingly, meticulously correct
introducing
of the ragais not stressedinltself. Listeners will not fault a performer for
areasor
melodic
certain
develop
to
failing
for
,rot", o, phrasesextraneousto a raga,or
standards
melodic
is
by
potentiaiities in it. Indeed, even a performance which
the artist
ordinary and unimaginative may be redeemedby expressivebol banao'Thus,
is not 'Jlimited" by'explicit theoretical guidelines regarding proper raga exposition;
and
general aesthetic guidelines and formul ae are naturally familiar to listeners
in
remaining
while
them
tusicians, but the performer is at liberty to deviate from
good taste.
tn
This is not to imply, however, that treatment of the raga is never a criterion
routine
evaluating performarrces. If an artist consistently confines himself to
I See,for example, the sargampassages
near the end of side 2, band 2 (Bhairvi), of EMI EALP l5l6 of
Bade Ghulam Ali.
2 Personal communication in 3/80'
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audience;
hackneyed phrases, he may bore his
repetition of the most familiar and
listeners
some
strike
deviation from the raga may
alternately, .*..rrru" urrd bonstant
aseccentricandindisciplined'andmaySuggesttothecognoscentithattheartistisso
h'e-.ould not letform a straightforward
defrcient in training or discipline tfrut
to'
rendition of the raga even if he wanted
, - r-^^+-^6 + nf rion'rn
distinguishing the treatment of raga
feature
one
is
The liberal use of accidentals
In the
w\er.e extraneous acciJentals are inadmissible'
lhumri from that in khayl,
style'
of
of accidentalsfrom the perspective
preceding section, *.-"riurrrin.d the use
and scalar tones' and of "major" and
noting that the overt juxtaposition ofaccidental
Twelve' we
,,minor,, modalities,'i, un'..r.ntial feature of thumrr style; in Chapter
ragas(e'g''
light
elementsin certain
discusshow accidentals are integral, structural
can be performed both
prlu) . Here, we may note that in the caseof certainragaswhich
inkhaytandintt'u*.tstyle,acciden_talsmaybeinlrod_ucldinthumrrstylewhich
Kauisr-dhanr, for example' is strictly
would be inadmissible in lla1tat. Raga
it becomesmore or less heptatonic with
pentatonic in the L!");irty1.lU,rt.in thrimii
tones, and also of Dhab as a lower
the liberal introduciion olRe and Pa u, fu"rirrg
below:'
neighbor tone to Dha, as in the phrase
Kaunsi-dhani:
tonal resources in khaYal

typical lhumri Phrase

€'r

t

in the thumri style' of ragaswhich
occasionally one may encounter performances,
style. In such instances, the skeletal
are normally rendered in khalat (ot dhr-upad)
be Hterally' adorned witb. accjdet,ull _
*,
of the o.igiiui- ni
structure
--,.^
---Deliberate
is analyzed by somewrrters
prevari-cationfrom thc pure outline of a raga
to raga exposition in khayal' Meer
in terms of auirbhauaand tirobhaua.In reference
( l98l: lll) writes:
display of th.e core of the raga' whereas
Auirbhauastands for the straightforward
distort the picture of the raga'
tirobhauaisa phrase o. r"t of pirases that completely
an almost sensual game of creating a
There is a processof hiding and unveiling,
again by a clear statement of the
confusion ('a cloud covering the moon')' 'i'ol"td
than before'
which as i result stands out even more luminously
raga (auirbhaua),
unusual or
of the judicious use of phraseswhich, although
In khayl, tirobhauaconsists
use of
Iiberal
more
a rnuch
novel, are still within the guidelinesof the raga.lnfhumrl,
137 and EMI
, Compare, for instance, Bade Ghulam Ali's-renditions of this rdgaon EMI MOAE
respectively'
MOAE-5505 (a' 4)' in kha4al and' thumri styles'
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admitted'
tirobhauaisacceptable,where phrasesquite extraneousto the rdgamay be
constitute
to
be
said
Again using Letnard Meyer's terminology, such passagescan
tension,
m-usical information, or meaning, insofar as they generate suspenseand
which are eventually resolved when the original raga reappears'
and
All great musics may be said to operate by means of a balancebetween tension
thumn
in
use
greater
the
relaxalion, between the familiar and the unexpected.Thus
that there
of tirobhaaainthe form of deviation from the raga doesnot necessarilyimply
is greater tension or novelty in phumri, but rather that the tension may be established
of the
within broader melodic contexts than in kha\al,where the slightestobscuration
raga may constitute tirobhaua.
accidental
The use of tirobhauamaytake different forms. The pronounced use of an
tirobhaua'A
intrinsic to the rAga(e.g., Ni in Khamaj) may constitute a low level of
the raga ate
more obvious sensatioi of tirobharcresults when notes extraneous to
effective'
highly
be
can
raga
introduced. Such temporary obscurationsof the original
of
consis-t
also
may
and may elicit murm..., of upproval from the audience. Tirobhaua
original
of the
purrug., which, while temporarily obscuring the characteristic image
raga'
other
any
of
that
,ago do not necessarily suggest
Note the chromaticism of the excerpt below'
Exeuplr

20
Artist: Amjad Ali Khan (sarod)
Raga: Bhairvl
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'I'he most pronounced use of tirobhauaoccurs in an extended modulation to a
andlor melodic features
dillererrt raga. Generally,the ragamodulatedto sharesscalar
with the original raga.
structural in the sense
In a few ra"gar,*elZdicand modal diversity may be said tobe
if not obligatory' Thus,
that temporary modulations are considered standard,
that centring around Pa
expositionsof certain melodic regionsin ragaPrlu-especially
and rnay be recognized
while employing Ga-may be vi"rtually_identicalto Khamaj,
are not
and listeners. However; such Khamaj-like passages
as such by
-,r.i.iuns as distinct modulations; rather, they are intrinsic to the loosely
necessarilyregarded
insofar as the character of
defined character of Piln. Still, they *uy .orrriit ute tirobhdaa
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Pil[isalsodependentontheuseofdistinctive^phrases(usingGab)whichinvariably

io'owKhamaj-tvp';;il;'il,::{';r:ti*;*;;""11i}":T[:ffit'il{?t
reitr.li:i
("garlandof
aitt"t.ttt ragas,
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es.tn
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m-arkedlyfrom either

instrumental musrc'
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e
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commences "o"ttJ
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Mand and, oddly, even
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differs

'lers to be the excessive

;odurationsmustbe
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listeners' she
used with
or displeaseJi"t"ti"g
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evenin
and
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moderate use of phrases
tion of morning
f"r't i,
,iodel
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cites Bade Gh,rtarrl
extraneous

to the raga:

- ^.-+^:,{a the r

blend other
Hisinnateaestheticsensewassogle'atthatheseldomneededtogooutsidetheraga,
And evln rrre aia
didn't even
because,t"r" *ur-"nough -ut"riul'lr";;;a"
and natural' that you
;;;:J
so'1nitb'
was
phrasesin, the blending
out olthe raga'r
va
realizethat he';;;';:tt
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aiso
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rag.a
thumri,
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T"r:
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In discussing the. treatment
modal settings' are
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distinct
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in lhumrl
The Processof Bol Banao
bol banao(or
is the phenomenon of
of
thumri
in the Pertbrmance
and statements on
The central element 'l*"tir"*ry
repeatedly in writings
stressed
is
it
bol banana),and

see Manuel 1979:
I Personal communication' in 3/Bl'
modes in the urdu ghazal-song'
unclassiftable
.i
2 For a discussion t ,ir]',i..
ri r t
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thumri. Bol bandois the primary factor which distinguishesthumrt from other classical
genres (khayal,tarana,and dhrupad);as an underlying aestheticend and process,it is
bol bandowhich is responsible for the stylistic musical features which characterize
thumn.
The terms "bal banao" and "bol banana"4re used more or less interchangeably to
describe the particular technique of text expressionand elaboration used in thumn
(and dadra).Although the two terms derive from the same root, their meanings are
complementary rather than identical. "801," of course, denotes the text' and more
particularly, the word or words which are being sung at a specific time. Platts (1968:
168) defrnes the noun "bandy" as follows:
. . . Preparation, formation, composition, fabric, & c. . . dressing, preparing,
decking (oneself); decoration, embellishment, adornment. . .
Hence "bdl banaQ"in thumrr implies an elaboration and expansion of the text by
means of "decorating" it with different musical phrases and devices; the artist is
expected to embellish and adorn the bol with as many subtle variations of melodic
nuance as time and the fecundity of his imagination permit. The text, although
usually reiterating a f;amiliar traditional theme, becomesa scaffold for luxuriant and
leisurely musical ornamentation.
The gerund "bandnd'.'issomewhat more broad in meaning, both in the contexts of
colloquial speechand in referenceto thumrr. Although its most common meaning is
simply "to make," its other connotations include the following:
toconstructrcompose,...invent...perform,finish,complete...adjust,ad0rn,
decorate, deck. . . colour, paint, polish; to come to agree, make harmonize. . . to
put on, assume(a look, air, etc.), to feign, pretend;to mock, hoax. . . (Platts l968:
168).
As we shall see,a number of thesedefrnitions are applicable to the term " bol banana."
In a general sense,the term may be taken to mean "to make the words come to life,"
or simply "musically conveyingthe meaning of the words" (Devi 1975).In the sense
of "to colour, paint, polish," its meaning approachesthat of "bandr-" Perhaps most
interesting, however, are the ways in which Platts' final five meanings cited above
apply to fhumri. And in order to consider these,it is necessaryto turn again to the
social function and milieu of the genre.
The Role of Bol Banao in the Traditional Mehftt
As we have discussedin Chapter Five, the archetypical traditonal milieu of thumri
was the mehftl,or private gathering of connoisseursin the nobleman's drawing-room
or the salon of the courtesan. Such meffils constituted the primary form of social
exposure between the courtesan and her market. Thus, it was on such occasionsand
through the medium of her singing andlor dancing that the .tnwa'if sought to attract
men and gain customers.At a purely aestheticlevel, of course,she sought to pleaseby
her talent and imagination, so that she would receivegeneroushonoraria or tips, and
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however, she might also have
be asked to perform again. At a more mundane level,
being maintained by a
endeavored to entice and attract men, for it was through
security, prestige, and
wealthy patron that a .tnwa'zfcould obtain the most money'
for attracting such
means
primary
the
occasionally)even e-oiional fulfrlment. Again,
of
appeal
thumrr owe a great
a client *u, h., singing, and the distinct character and
deal to this particular function.
is intended to be sung in
Musicians and critics frequently stressthe fact that thumri
public concert-hall.r while
a private, intimate gathering, .uth., than in a large,
"chamber music"
ghumri sharesthis ch"aracteristi.with many other genres,including
erotic allurement make
i' g"rr"rul, the added element of deliberate and ialculated
to the private sitting. .At present, naturally, a
ftJnri particularly well suited
in a meffil, doesnot intend
respectablemodern female singer, whether on the stageor
audience any more
at an erotic level and ultimately seducemembers of her
to
that this sort
remains
"*.it.
fact
than does a Western opera singer in an opela hall. But the
and that the genre
of seduction appears to have been one traditional goal of thumrr,
with this underlying erotic
and its stylistic idiosyncraciesevolved in this milieu, and
performers have since
the
of
motive. Although this milieu, and the social status
erotic suggestiveness
and
changed, thumrr retains at an aestheticlevel the intimacy
whicil render it particularly appropriate to a small audience'
a direct impact on
In a melgftl,very often the'.nwi'if might be attempting to make
or otherwise desirable
one particular person,who perhaps was an attractive, wealthy,
could come to
banana"
"bol
potential purrorr. In such instances,the meaning of
that the .tawa'ifmight be
encompass"to hoax," as cited above in Platts in the sense
Anil Bjswas2
feigning a{Iection and passion. More graphically, sinS9111d-tot"po"'
"admi banana"-literally"'to
states that "bol banani' acquires a di-stinct element of
make on a man," or "to
the
make a ma.^r,,but implicitiy in this context, "to put
sort of deviousseductionis
make a fool out of him," or 'ito take him for a ride.l' This
so assiduously'3and
indeed the very art in which many courtesanswere trained
a.rt. Hence' the texts of
thumrr singing evolved as a primary component in this
the pangs of longing and
thumrrs are ideally suited to this end: most of th.- express
love. Many texts, as we
,"purution, and the distracted state of mind of unrequited
whereby
abhinaya,
have seen,are openly erotic. The effectof singing was enhancedby
the effect of the song,
the courtesur,*orrli graphically, even histrionically heighten
facial expressions: one
and of particular pt ur"r, by appropriate gestures and
then passionate
forlorn,
moment coquettish and playful, tire nixt, despondent and
I See, e.g., Devi 1975 (pages not numbered)'
2 Personal communication in l2/80'
3 The eighteenth century poet Mir complairred of such a consort:
-hay
N az-o-andaz-o-ada, k hushu'-o-ighmaa-o
Ab-o-gul meit tire sab kuiih hai, Tahi pyar nahiit
translation:
demureness;
Blandishments. airs, coquettry' sidelong glances, flirtation, and
there'
not
is
love
but
being,
your
very
in
there
are
all these
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the singing itself was calculated to
and imploring, and so on. Most importantly,
-personal
impact, to express such passionaie
create an immediate and intensely
might exceedthe
longing that the listener e*pe.ien.ed such longing at v level which

lurelv

aboveis presentin, if not
described
illl,ti^llii arguethat the phenomenon

aestheticanalogueof a
essentialto, all art; tirat is, that what the artist expressesis an
that, indeed, if the
mundane, real-lilb emotion, rather than the latter itself; and
then his artistic and
perforrner is distracted by such an intrusion of genuine emotion,
be flawed'r Yet, the
creative equilibrium *itt U. disturbed and his art will
,'counterfeit" nature of aesthetic emotion, while indeed present in art in general' is
is a courtesan
again, uniquely important in the metdttfhumri, where the performer
all the time feigning
whose personal successlies in her ability to manipulate men'
secretly aloof and
aflection, longing, jealousy, and so on, while in fact remaining
assumethe
banana"may
of
disdainful. And it is in this context that the "banand" "bol
sense of "to put on) assume' ' ' to feign, pretend'"
The AestheticProcessof Bol Banao
on the one hand, from
As we have seen, it is bolbanaowhich distinguishes lhumrr,
of the raga, and on the
kha2al and.dhrupa.d,whichrely purely on abstract development
fixed textual-melodic
other hand, from tarannumand,folksongs,in which the relatively
of the lyrics'
elaboration
personal
for
scope
little
relationship leaves the performer
banao'but
bol
of
nature
integral
the
Writers discussingthumri generally acknowledge
However,
1975).
Devi
(e.g.,
make rather little attemptio explain the actual process
1953:
Langer
investigations by Western scholarsoiaerthetics (especially
;;;;1;;.t
is
music
words and
199-69) have shown that ttre nature of the relationship between
of this essential
by no *.un, obvious or simple. Hence an adequate examination
text and
regarding
questions
aspectof thurnri must necessa.ilydeal with fundamental
elusive relationship in the
tone. While a few Western *rit"., have explored this
particular interest, not only
context of western music, thumrr presents u .ur" of
artistic exploitation of this
because it has not been ,trrdi"d, but because the
one which is taken to an
and
relationship is the primary expressivedevice of thumrr,
expression-withina highly
extreme by the phenomenonoiirrrprorrisedtextual-melodic
tradition. As such, examination of the relationship
sophisticaiea ..-i.fussical
on their interaction
word and tone in thumri may ultimately shed somelight
be*-,,rreen
in other genres as well.
straightforward' The singer
At u r.ipe.frcial level, the processoi bolbanaois fairly
unrequited longing-and
concentrates on the sentiment of the line-usually,
lo-ngpassageson a single text
endeavorsto interpret it musically; he may improvise
and variation introduces subtle
phrase, or even a single word. Each meloiic p-hru..
broad, general,and simple in
shaciesof nuance i,' tf,. text, which is itself deliberately
Melodic improvisation occurs
order to accommodate a wide range of interpretation.
t See, ..g., Langer 1953: 145-6'
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in the framework of the exposition of a raga, which includes the progression from
lower to upper regions of the gamut. The melodic ideas must be expresgive,
spontaneous,-and*.U .*..,rted, but they are neverthelessregarded as the vehiclesfor
text expression, not as ends in themselves (as would be the case in khayal).
Closer scrutiny of the bol bananprocess,however, raises some essential points. A
funclamental ques,rionpertains to the true source of artistic inspiration in thumn.
Vocalists tend to claim that in singing, they concentrateprimarily on the text' rather
than on an abstract exposition of the raga. For instance, the late renowned singer
SiddheshvariDevi (d. 1977) insisted, "For a thumrr singer, the lyric is the most
important" $agannathan 1973: 19). Similarly, Munawwar Ali Khan assertsthat
when singing"Bai, bandkhut khuljae,"r the fount of his (melodic) creativity is the
image of f dit.u.ted, love-sickwoman emaciatedfrom grief-inducedloss of appetite.2
Naturally, in singing, Munawwar utilizes the various, purely musical phrases and
devices he has practiced and perfected, but the underlying inspiration allegedly
remains the text.
However, one may wonder if dwelling on such a concrete, poetic, non-musical
image would not be superfluous to or even interfere with the creative process of
melodic improvisation. Accordingly, it could be argued that singers (whether
knowingly or not) actually concentrate on pure musicalelaboration' knowing that
and imaginative abstract singing will necessarilyconvey the sentiment of
""p..rrirr.effectively.Hence, while Siddheshvari Devi insists on the preeminenceof the
the text
text, her prominent disciple Rita Gangoly argues, ",Bol (text) is not the most
important thing; most important is using the melodic structure-the raga and the
tala."3
Indeed, it is taken for granted that, whether poetic inspiration is present or not,
thumri singing must be interesting and expressive at a purely musical level;
regardlessof how vividly an artist (or listener) may imagine a love-sick, forlorn waif,
no such poetic conception will redeem a performance whose melodic ideas are
hackneyed and pedestrian. For if the rnusic and melodies are not inherently
expressive,then the text will have little impact. Conversely, text expression would
...- to be an automatic consequenceof inspired melodic improvisation. As a result,
if a vocalist were to improvise brilliantly, presenting rich and original melodic ideas,
setting the text to them appropriately, and yet totally ignoring the sentiment or
imagery of the lyric, what, if any, qualitative differencewould be apparent between
his ghumri and that of an artist whose inspiration drew from textual as well as melodic
ideas?
Moreover, the attentive listener generally discovers that many vocalists sing the
same "favorite" melodic phrases in the course of interpreting diflerent texts with
di{ferent sentiments in separate performancesof different lhumris within the same
raga. The rernarkable similarity of the melodic interpretations of di{ferent texts in
I ,,My bracelets have.slipped off...."
2 Personal communication 1n 3/82.
3 Personal communication in 3/82'

See page ll

above for discussion of this text.
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di{ferent performances of the same raga would also tend to suggest that the rdga,
rather thin the text, is the fundamental source of inspiration.
Much of the confusion inherent in the questions raised above stems from a
misunderstanding of the alleged "partnership" between text and tone in song'
of
Susanne La.tge. has greatly ciarified the nature of this fusion in her "principle
in
assimilation,,llg53r t+On'.;,which illustrates how poetry gives up its literary status
a
song and becomes a purely musical element. "Song," she writes, "is not
For
this
152).
(1953:
is
music"
com-"pro-isebetween poetry and music . . . song
the aestheticmlaning of the text in thumri becomesitself musical,not literary;
".uron,
this transformation, as we have seenin chapter I above,explainswhy thumrr texts are
so simple and broad in scope, so thai they lend themselves well to musical
is a
interpretation. Thus, the image of the love-sick maiden in Munawar's mind
musical
it
has
as
insofar
,o,r... of inspiration insofar as it provid es musicalinspiration,
meaning foi the singer. For thi confused or incompetent vocalist who actually
conceivesthe text im"ageas literary or visual, and who fails to perceive the musical
to
mea4ing in it, that image will indeed be a distraction, and a genuine impediment
the
of
image
the
Ali
describes
creative melodic inspira-tion.Thus, when Munawwar
to
forlorn woman, he ii presumably atiempting to articulate verbally-in response
is
it
which the text acquires when
my questioning-the ub.t.u.t musicalsentiment
embodied in music.
by
Thus, it is noi merely that the words acquire an added poignancy and intensity
musical'
to
being sung; rather, their entire aestheticsignificancechangesfrom literary
M.u""*hiie, the presenceof the text dbes indeed add a new dimension to the melody
in song-but thai dimension, again, is musical, not literary. A paradox is thus evident
is at
in the relationship of text and tune in thumri (and many other genres):the lyric
for
means
the
"merely"
one level the ideal source of inspiration, and melody is
and
achieving the goal of text .r,pressiorr; but the nature of the expression,
.the
aesthetic-m.uning of the perfoimance are entirely musical' Becauseof assimilation'
really equal
thumrr remains music, noi melody plus poetry. The two elementsare not
of the
speak
to
misleading
partners, operanr at tire same levei. Similarly, it may be
the
in
"fusion" of word and tone unless one clarifies that the fusion is entirely
dimension of music.
between
However, one should not thereby conclude that there is no distinction
text as
with
a
song
singing
purely abstract, melodic improvisation withir' a raga, and
emotion
the
well as melody as sources of (musical) inspiration, for in the latter,
as a
expressedis ciearly more concrete and specific, and might well be described
sentimental
,..rti*.rrt; accordingly, thumrr is justifrably regarded as being a more
genre than the more abstract khayal.
the realm
In fact, various levels of concretenessmay be distinguished, even within
switch over
of bolbanao;duringthe courseof one performance,a singer may naturally
to the
from one level to the other, in degreeswhich may not be readily apparent
listener.
the level
We may enumerate three levels of text-orientation within bol banao.First'
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is mundane
at which the aesthetic meaning is most concrete and specific
as
as
well
!hum1. Second,in a
word-painting, a technique used in western art song
lr"in, the singer may improvise on a portion of the text while
slightiy
as
-o..-ub.t.u.t
attempting to portray specifrc,identifiable emotions or moods' such
coisciously
may sing more
despair, ,esigrrution, i.prou.h, and the like' Third, the vocalist
motion of the
dynamic
inherent
,t uproii., fr-eemelodic elaboration, in which the
which resist
ways
,r,.toay ult.r, u.rd intensifies the meaning of the text in subtle
a fourth level'
verbal description or conceptualization. Such an approach is closer to
improvisation, without any attention to the text' as occurs in khayal
of pure
not' then, be
-eloiic
ani, ce.tainly on occasion, in thuml; but this fourth level would
merits
approaches
conside.ed strictly within the realm of bol banao.Each of these
further consideration.
the
The relation between text and tone in word-painting is fairly straightforward:
image
textual
particular
a
portray
vocalist consciously endeavors to suggest or
the image
through singing. In order for the audience to recognizethe word-painting,
As we
portru"y.d is"oirrecessity more concrete than, say, a general state of longing'
imagery;l
have seenin Chapter One, many thumri texts do notiontain such specifrc
with an
singer
imaginative
an
to
those that do, however) may offer considerablescope
N'A'
with
interview
an
inclination for word-paint'ing. Munawwar Ali Khan, in
the
of
of the musical realization
Jairazbhoy, gives arr excellint demonstration
following text fragment:
Tujhe QhundeBraj ki bala
Darian deo, Nand Lala
Mon gend ke khilan
The women of Braj search for you (Krishna);
show yourself, Nand Lal (epithet of Krishna),
who plays with my (heart as though it were a) ball'
First, Munawwar endeavorsto convey the impression of "searching"-"dhunde"his image
by performing long, sinuous melismas on that word. Next, he demonstrates
oiXu.ra fa ffrishna), the flute-playing, mischievouscowherd. Here the mechanism
melismas
of the word-painting is slightly *t.. ru"o.rdite and indirect;while the lively
the
portray
is
to
intent
primary
the
may again ,..gg.rt itt. pLyf"lness of Krishna,
melody
folk-derived
a
image"of the {lautist by means of a modulation to ragaPahan,
Punjab and
often associated, in t'he listeners' mintis, with flute music from the
Himachal hills, where that instrument and mode predominate.
Finally Munawwar introduces playful runs on the final text line in order to suggest
ball'
the frivolity of the game and, more specifically, the erratic bouncing of the
it
although
Such examplesof iord-painting .orrrtit.rt. an extreme fotm of bol banao,
lies
might be a m-istaketo ,egard them as the "purest" form, since their effectiveness
I Imagery in the Uidu ghazal is often more concrete and, hence, more suited to word-painting' See
Manuel 1979:.94-7.
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partly in the listener's ability to rnake associationswkrichare not intrinsic to abstract
melody. As we shall discuss below, the expressiv€power of music seems to derive
from its ability to suggest the passage,the ebb and flow of emotion in organic,
humanly perceived time. Such an abstract conception of music may readily
lyric inspiration, but if the imagery and its rcalization are too literal,
acccrmmoda.te
that imagery may not be fully "assimilated" into music, and as such it might strike
some listeners as a "voice from the realm of actuality" (to use Langer's phrase),
disrupting the abstract purity of music. While some writers! have well questioned
Langer's argument that music is a symbolic language,word-painting would seem to
be a genuindly symbolic (if not iconic) technique, where the musical phrase
resemblesits referent (e.g., the motion of a ball). The danger inherent in indiscreet
use of the technique derives from the fact that the specifrc,imagerial referent may be
irrelevant to, or even distracting from, the abstract expressivenessinherent in the
melody.2
We may now turn to the secondlevel of bol banao,in which the artist endeavorsto
express a single bol, or text phrase, in di{ferent, identifiable, specifrc shades of
emotion, such as reproach, melting sorrow, and the like. It appearsto have been this
approach which the late Siddheshvari Devi was discussihg when she said, "In
glrumrr, the purpose of improvisation is to depict the bhauaor mood of the lyric in as
many ways as possible and to enhance its beauty by delicate variations"
(Jagannathan 1973:19). This technique is more abstract and purely musical than
word-painting in that the artist aims to expressan emotional state rather than an
extra-musical entity like a flute, or a ball-game which doesnot inherently lend itself to
assimilation into the musical emotive fabric. Here the interpretation is done primarily
by melodic means, although traditionally, the vocalist might heighten the impact
with facial expressions and gestures (sometimes referred to as bhaua). Singercomposer Anil Biswas demonstrated four different interpretations of the words 'J4
maihto senahThboluif'- "Go, I won't speakto you." Like most [humrr ]o/s, this line is
sufliciently broad and simple as to accommodate a wide variety of expressive
interpretations. First, Anil portrays what he visualizes as i'pouting"; the style is
appropriately reserved, centering in the lower portion of the octave.
Exeuprp 2la
Artist: Anil Biswas
Raga: Bhairvl

--oi-t---- *J1-[;1H
S s n}oqese-0s,Aoersrrysg 6yg
I

See, e.g., Beardsley 1958:360-1.
See Langer on program rnusic, 1953:166-7.

Source: private tape
Tala: none
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scorn' or reproach, as ifto:uy li"
Next, he renders the text in a manner suggesting
Th! omission of the Reb' outlining the
Biswas, words), "Who do you think you urii"
resoluteand strong in character' rather
notes Sa Gab Ma, tends to render the phrases
than sweet or efleminate'
Exerraplp 2lb
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as these are perhaps
Third, Biswas portrays sadnessand resignation;
ll1-Tt'
someof its stock phrases' centenng
natural emotions inherent in ragaBhairvi, he uses
around Pa.
Exeuplr 21c
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rising dramatically to the upper
Finally, Biswas demonstratesthe expressionof anger,
tan' The use of dynamic and
Sa on 'Ja!" ("Go!"), and introducing a fast forceful
a characteristic deviie of thumri'
timbral variation ,o nlign,." dramatic effectis also
Exnrrapln2ld

\r-l

ai!

di!

iggonqge

6i
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e , \ g p rwc S t g yh 9 J

much rnore clear and intense
watching Anil Biswas sing in person provides a
ashe is among the very few
appreciation of the particular sentimentsbeing e"p.essed,
their singing with gesturesand
singers who continue the tradition of compleir.t,ii.tg
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facial expressions (bhaua).As discussedin Chapter Five above, the courtesans in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries used to perform seated abhinaitawhile
singing lhumns,particularly during the laggt. Such bhauamight be a sophisticated,
classically re{ined art, as performed, for example, by the late dancer and singer
Shambhu Maharaj, or it might be in the nature of incidental, informal gesturesand
expressionsadded by a performer, like Biswas, who is primarily a singer, not a
dancer. Indeed, such gesturesenter the realm of dance only as they become stylized.
The histrionic facial expressionsemployed by Biswas can easily be imagined by the
reader, as well as the forceful pointing (as if toward an imaginary door) on "Ja!"
("Go!") in the last interpretation.
In the third, and most abstract type of bol banao,the performer rhapsodically
elaborates a word or phrase, letting the inherent expressivenessof the improvised
melody bring out subtle shadesof emotionalinterpretationof the bol.Here, the artist
may not be consciouslyvisualizing a particular mood, such as reproach; rather, the
dynamic rnovement of his rnelody presents and dramatizes the otherwise broad
sentiment of the bol in specific ways which resist verbal description.
Writers like Hanlick (1957:29), Langer (1953:126)and Meyer (1956)have argued
persuasively that the expressive power of music lies in its ability to suggest the
passageof emotions in organic, humanly perceived time, and that music's waning,
waxing, surging, lingering, and complex layers of tension and relaxation convey
emotional states and processesin ways not possible through verbal or plastic arts.
Such melody, by presenting the illusion of the kinetic ebb and flow of emotion, is
inherently expressive;the presenceof a text, as in thumrr, naturally colors the impact,
so that the attentive listener perceivesthe emotional content within the context of the
lyric. The bol, then, renders the expressive content of the rnelody slightly more
concrete and specific; but, as we have seen, most texts are broad and simple in
meaning, and their stock themes of longing and separation lend themselvesnaturally
to expansive melodic elaboration, and to assimilation into the musical dimension.
Again, the artist conceivesand depicts the text not as a literary element, but as he
experiences it-often at a semi-conscious level-in the dimension of musical,
aesthetic emotion (except for particularly literal cases of word-painting.)
In interpreting the text, the singer uses the musical material at his disposal,
including the various melodic phrases, motives, and tans rryhichhe has learned or
acquired in the course of years of practice; he might originally have learned and
conceivedqf the motifs as abstract musical ideas, without any accompanying text. In
bol banao,these melodic phrases are enlisted in the service of text expression;
naturally, it is essentialthat the vocalist has su{ficientmastery and facility with these
phrases, that they be at his fingertips, as it were, so that when he is actually
concentrating on the musical sentiment of the text for inspiration, they emerge
naturally, spontaneously, and with continuity and feeling.
We are now in a position to explain the paradox noted on page 136 above,
regarding the use of similar or identical musical phrases to expressdifferent texts.
Musicians naturally develop a repertoire of favorite motifs and tans, and when a
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notices
listener becomesvery familiar with the music of a given artist, one invariably
by
that
raga
thumri
given
a
of
that many motifs recur in almost every performance
phras-es
melodic
recurring
artist. The question thus arises:How is it that thesesame
the
can be used to expressdi{ferent texts?Does not their very recurrenceimply that
of a
vocalist is concentrating on exposition of the raga rathet than of text? The ability
to
musical phrase to accommodaledifferent shadesof emotional meaning enablesus
melodic
a
such
of
import
answer the latter question in the negative. The affective
motive is su{Iicientiy general and imprecise so that it can be expressivein different
(textual) contexts.A musical phrase can in fact assumedi{Ierent emotional meanings
depending on its text, or its musical context.
A parailel phenomenonhas been noted by Bukovzer (in Schwadron l97l:95) in
reference to musical figures in Baroque music:
. . . The musical figures were in themselvesnecessarilyambiguous and took-on a
defrnite meaning o.rly itt the musical context and by means of a text or title' ' '
musically identiial figures lent themselvesto numerous and often highly divergent
meanings.
Thus. we should have no reason to doubt Munawwar Ali Khan when he insists
that his fundamental inspiration in thumrr is the text. He admits that he may sing the
same phrases in two different Bhairvi thumrrs, but he insists that these identical
phrasesmay have di{Ierent inspiration, and different musical meaning, depending on
whethe, the text is, say, "A ja sahaari\a"-"Come to me, my beloved"-or "Ab na
manuh ton batiyah"-"i won't believe your words any more.') Munawwar Ali
emphasizes,"ihe raga may tre the same, some of the phrasesmay be the same, but
the inspiration and feeling are di{Ierent."l
Rita bangoly, an ,rn.rtuuUy articulate thumri singer, has described at length her
conceptualiiation of the bol banaoprocess, emphasizing the numerous and varied
possibleconceptual interpretations of a single line of text-interpretations which-are
ihemselves su{hciently bioad in scope and subtle in content as to lend themselves
naturally to assimilation into music through melodic elaboration. Rita's explication is
worth quoting at length.
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Supposethe bol is "Piya bin nahiitaaat6ain" ["I find no peacewithout my lover"]'
Fiist,,,pga bin,': whai is piya l"beloved"]? What is the shape, the temperament of
piil Whatwas the environment when yov metPi)a?What is your relationship with
-pi1il
Whenis he coming? When did he leave you? All thesepossibilities are in just
piya. Yo-'r. ihinkittg of him in a bad, sad mood, in a nostalgic mood,
trr.
-ord:
you,re
angt with him, you're conversing with him, you're separated.. .
Then ,7i7o bin, f"without my lover"]. It',s clear that he's absent. "Nahtiz"
Then "naEth aaat"
["not"]: th. ,r.ry concept of denial itself has so much scope.
Even then it's
auat.
ptya
nahtn
bin
[,,do.rrr't come"]: yo,, iun do aaat nahih auat,
complete. Then at th. lurt image, the singer has the obligation of elaboration of
I Personal communication (in Urdu) in 4/81.
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another personal image: "iain" ["peace", "happiness"]. The person who has made
you restless, it's he only who gives you peace, around which you've established so
many incidents, nostalgic memories. You're depressed at the moment, but there's
no peace-there's only peace when he's there. So "iain" alone can be elaborated for
ho u rs .
There's a well-known bandish my guru-ji used to sing: "Sanjh bhal ghar a ja Nand
Lal" f"Evening has fallen, come home, Nand Lal"]. Sanj-tvening, when the cows
are going back, when there's twilight, dusk, or the dusk of your life, or a transition
period from adolescence to adulthood. Ii can be welcome, alarming, sad, or joyful.
Look at the scope, the way a musician can elaborate a hundred ways within that
raga. . .
It is the same with "Baju bandkhul khuljae" ["My bracelets have come off']r . . .
Every rendering of this thumri is totally diflerent, every "baju band" experience is
di{ferent. . . It means "my life is going out of my g.ip." It's notjust the bracelet of a
frail woman, rather, "my whole fantasy and romance, my whole image I've woven
around me, it's all slipping out of my hand; my total concept of life has changed,
because the beloved has cast a spell over me; he has changed and challenged the
basic concept and questions of m;, life." That's why thumri singing requires
intelligence.2
Rita's explanation suggests that the step-by-step elaboration of the text may
resemble and parallel the methodical development of melodic resions in kha2al and,
to an extent, in thumri. Her concept of text development is similar to that described
by Munawwar Ali Khan, who likens the text to a telegram; the message itself-for
example, "So-and-so has died"-is simple and plain, but there may be a pathetic and
moving story behind the message, which the thumn sinser endeavors to bring out
t hr ou g h h i s m e l o d i c e l a b o ra ti on.s
Thus far we have examined three compatible approaches to singing bol banao:
word-painting, portrayal of specific, identifiable sentiments, and general rhapsodic
elaboration of the text. It remains to consider a fourth manner of singing, in which the
vocalist's inspiration is solely at the level of abstract, musical improvisation. This
approach is characteristic of kha2al, where the text is used only as a concatenation of
phonemes, providing the "semblance of speech," whose meaning is generally ignored
by both the artist and the listener. Thus, this manner of singing is, strictly speakine,
outside the realm of bol banao,the essenceof thumri. Still, there can be little doubt that
a considerable portion of thumri singing may actually occur at this level. Moreover,
the distinction between such abstract elaboration and the rhapsodic sort ol'bol banao
(discussed immediately above) may often be one of degree rather than kind. Certain
passages-such as the sargam lazs indulged in by Patiala sinsers-are naturally
abstract rather than text-oriented. In other instances. where the melodic realization
I
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of bol is so sublimely moving as to elicit ecstatic sighs anci moans from the audience,
the artist is clearly inspired by the text. But it is probable that much of a performance
varies in inspiration between lyric and abstract melodic inspiration, and that singers
may lapse in and out of true bol banao.
On page 135 above, we raised the question whether one could ahvays distinguish
authentic bol banaofrom skilfpll abstract elaboration where the singer vocalizei the
text but doesnot concentrateon it. While it is of courseultimately impossibleto enter
a singer's mind, we may still presume that becausea singer may stray at times from
bol banaowhile still maintaining correct and tasteful articulation of the bol, it may be
di{Iicult, if not impossible, for the audience to distinguish the true source of his
inspiration. Moreover, a listener might even continue to relish the expressive
simulation of bol banao,even if it were not entirely genuine in inspiration. Although
one may be unable at times to discernthe sourceof the singer'sinspiration, evidence
discussedabove neverthelessdoes suggestthat there are in fact different levels of Dol
banao.
Naturally, it may be difiicult for a vocalist to simulate bol banaofor long periods
while denying himself the text as a source of creativity. Those singers *ho do ,o
would be obliged to imitatethumrr style, while being unable themselves to tap the
crucial fount of its expression. It is likely that khayatiltaswho sing thumn are
particularly prone to emphasizeabstract melody rather than the text. The writer is
reminded of a very renowned female khalatiyawhose thumris are invariably praised
for their melodic sweetnessand brilliarrce, and yet may be simultaneously criticized
for their perceivable lack of the sentimentality which distinguishes thumri from
Like many khayaliltas,this singer is not trained in thum.i, a.rd she frequently
!rtalal'
forgets words and sings lines out of order. It is quite possiblethat the perceivable
shortcomings in her thumrr derive from her tendencyrtosing, albeit
with
purely abstract rather than textual inspiration.
-urt..frlly,
Thus far, we have.beendiscussingthe variousdegreesof text-orientationin singing
bol banao.At this point, we should note that, similarly, one can listento bolbanio at
different leveis,which may or may not correspondwith the text-orientation of a sinser
at a given time. First, one may apprehend music at a purely abstract level, enjoylng
the rich melodic ideas while ignoring the meaning of the text and its musical
realization. A good fhumrr, it is felt, should be fully satisfying on this level, for
expressivemelodic singing is an essentialingredient of effective bolbanao.The author
has noted that many indian listenerswhb greatly enjoy thumri may occasionally
even have difLculty understandingsomeof Braj Bhashalyrics being sune, suggestine
that.they are quite capableof enjoying rhumri, in part or whole, ur p.,i.ty uLrrru.t
muslc.Still, although such an approach to hearing thumrr rnay be quite satisfying,
one is
clearly missing something at this level, nimely, the added dimension-of
text
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